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The rise of environmental studies is an acknowledgment that the surround plays a 

larger and more fundamental role in human history than previously understood. 

Nonetheless the meaning of ‘environment’ and of its representations is far from 

settled. One point of contestation is the significance attributed to the discourses of 

nature, and in particular American naturism as a body of writings and conceptual 

frame for the environmental humanities. This article argues that the 

conceptualization of space provides a useful corrective to the predominant 

understandings of literary naturism in the United States. It re-contextualizes 

naturism in light of the geo-historical development of western societies and 

explores the development of American environmentalist thought through a re-

reading of works by Frederick Jackson Turner and Roderick Nash. 
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1. Introduction: Nature as “Counter” 
 

The term “counter” may serve to define an entity that counteracts, or has 

been designed to counteract, a hegemonic institution, idea or discourse. A 

counter-discourse is a ‘discourse of opposition,’ a response to hegemonic 

ideas and practices seen as mistaken or destructive, but ultimately re-

formable. The conception of power in a counter-discourse, then, might be 

likened to the concept of “countervailing power” in economic theory by 

which the power of capital is to be checked and opposed by that of 

various organized groups of civil society encouraged and supported by the 

State (Galbraith, 1983), but it is far closer to the idea of a counter-culture 

– Theodore Roszak’s sociological operationalizing of romanticism’s 
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celebration of values and beliefs that lie in opposition to technical reason 

(1969). 

Arguably then the modern origin of counter-discourses lies at the point 

when skepticism about the Enlightenment’s conjoining of reason and 

value took hold; it manifested itself in new divisions between fact and 

valence, science and religion, mind and heart that absorbed the attention 

of so many writers in both popular and elite discourses of the 19th century. 

The discourses of ultimate value and sentimental sensibility were cast 

against the hegemonic values of modernization – instrumental reason, 

social transformation and capital accumulation. Many discourses are 

“counter” to dominant values in this 19th century sense: they are not 

transformative (or revolutionary) discourses, but discourses of contention 

and opposition on limited grounds, that leave aside or bracket social 

structures and institutions. Their weakness lies in their vulnerability to 

appropriation and displacement; their strength lies in a pluralistic 

conception of power that casts human destiny with the opportunities for 

creatively re-thinking the problems of fact and value. 

Donald Worster traced American nature writing to the English nature 

essay (1994: 3-25) and Lawrence Buell has classified American nature 

writing as a reflection of the “environmental imagination,” merely a part 

of an inclusive category of literary “naturism” (1995:11).  Naturism 

understood as a counter-culture appeared in several national contexts: it 

implied and generated discourses of opposition to modernity; 

‘environmental’ in its concern with natural environments, it was also 

‘ecological’ in its opposition to an instrumentalist view of those 

environments and of the lifeworld. At the same time like all counter-

cultures, American naturism—or “nature writing” as it was called not so 

long ago (Lyon 1989)—hinged on a set of binaries adapted to the 

American situation: practice/experience versus ideality; the imaginative 

versus the real; Native American versus European. Both ecological 

criticism (or eco-criticism) and first wave environmental history (see, for 

example, Worster 1979; 1990) were counter-cultural, at least in 

inspiration, and often in phenomenological method as well; at the core of 

contemporary environmental academic discourse in the humanities is an 

understanding that the earlier divergence from both scientific and socially 
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constructed understandings of environment, was a profound weakness, if 

not perhaps an outright failure. And at the heart of the ecological 

perspective in both the historical and literary studies so criticized, lay 

American naturism with its overt concern with the preservation of natural 

environments. Seen at one time as holding great promise (Paul 1976), 

naturism was redefined as a problem. The two most persuasive responses 

have been premised on either (1) refining naturism by stripping away its 

unreliable political tendencies, flirtations with primitivism and deeply felt 

criticisms of modernity to reveal an ethical core fully commensurate with 

new historicist/postcolonialist sensibilities (Buell 1995; 2005); or (2) 

overturning naturism, after characterizing it as mystification, and 

replacing it with a hard environmentalism defined in terms of underlying 

conditions and external forces, and premised on a Machiavellian view of 

politics; one very important development here was to shift the discussion 

from questions of the natural environment and its preservation to the 

urban/rural divide understood, for example, through commodity chain 

analysis (Marx 1964; Cronon 1989; 1991; 1995; Warren 2010).  

The positions share a skeptical and narrow treatment of American 

naturism, disregard the national context, are premised on very narrow 

views of historical geography and its relation to political economy, and 

have under-emphasized or simply dropped any discussion of the civic and 

political contexts necessary to environmental re-awakening and reform. 

My argument criticizes these positions as it advances through a discussion 

of three issues that touch on the question of where the environmental 

humanities are headed: (1) preservation versus use, (2) the conception of 

space and (3) space and politics. I finish my essay with a re-reading of 

classic American texts by Roderick Nash and Frederick Jackson Turner 

that tell us much about the constraints and possible new directions for the 

environmental humanities. 

 

 

2. From Preservation to Use: the Lost Chapter of American 

Naturism 
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In the history of American environmental thought all paths lead to and 

from Thoreau. Thanks to his linking of the nature essay to protest over 

environmental destruction, American naturism as a counter-culture was 

born. The rhetorical concerns of Thoreau’s naturism were far greater than 

questions of environmental degradation. They concerned the possibility 

that the displacement of a sensibility of place—of the possibility of civic 

humanism melded to the genius loci of the old New England town (Paul 

1976: 14-56)—could foster a literary imagination sufficient to produce an 

oppositional culture of nature. Inevitably these ideas put Thoreau into 

conflict with the emerging social and economic system of the United 

States, along a number of fronts, including practices of land use and 

development. At the same time, the conversion of vast tracts of forest to 

cut-over land, the surface mining of minerals in mountainous regions and 

the destruction of native grasses in the enormous stretches of prairie 

prompted the development of an American conservation discourse (Hays, 

1959), first evident in the 1860s when George Perkins Marsh published 

his study of Man and Nature (1864/2000).  

While Thoreau’s critique was as broad as his search for alternatives1 

his legacy in environmental circles narrowed as a result of the split in 

American conservation movement between camps later termed 

conservationists and preservationists. The latter grouping, led by John 

Muir, claimed Thoreau’s legacy; they combined an important critique of 

conservation’s utilitarianism with a counter-cultural stance founded on 

landscape orientation. Preservationists sought to identify landscapes of 

such aesthetic and inspirational value that their preservation should 

outweigh all other considerations and should form a foundation for a re-

forming American culture on the basis of appreciation for and mutuality 

with the natural world. The key to the staying power of preservationism, 

however, was its highly formulaic position on conservation issues. Not 

only was Muir willing to attack specific plans for resource use (famously 

over the Hetch Hetchy dam at Yosemite in the 1910s) on the grounds that 

preservation was always superior to utilization, he created a movement 

                                                 
1 Suggested by the various chapters of Walden, including “Economy” and 

“Neighbors.” 
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based on the principle of preservation of natural environments as a 

counter-culture counterpoised to conservation.  

This separation of use from contemplation, of instrumentality from 

expressions of ultimate concern for the world was, at the same time, a 

triumph of the imagination, inevitable given the character of American 

resource development, and the beginnings of a deeply bifurcated 

conservation field; it signaled the beginning of a battle of ideas that 

reached well beyond the single issue of protection for the natural 

environment to the meaning of (American) modernity. Thus naturism is 

must be understood not only as a protest against instrumentalist 

conservation philosophy, but also more broadly as a revolt against the 

triumph of market commoditization and instrumentality as the mode of 

organizing social life. If there are indicators for how such a protest might 

contribute to reorganizing human geography and culture in line with what 

we would call today a more ‘sustainable’ relation to the natural world, 

they are less apparent than the protest itself. As pressure for direct and 

immediate political relevance grew in the Humanities during the 1980s, 

naturism was left with the problem famously stated by Cronon in his 

essay “The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to the Wrong Kind 

of Nature” (1995): viz,  what had naturism to say about questions of use?  

The answer, in short, was ‘not much’. Naturism, it must be emphasized 

grew in reaction to American settlement patterns (as suggested earlier). In 

the United States, certainly, the contested spatial margin was always the 

frontier of advancing settlement. The predominant characterization of the 

frontier was as “wilderness,” a realm of hostility, a representation of the 

unredeemed material world suitable only as the object of missionary zeal 

for American self-creation (Miller 1956). Naturism, transformed the 

meaning of the term wilderness into a place of intrinsic value and 

opposition to civilization.  Its motive of land and landscape preservation, 

advocated by Muir’s Sierra Club (founded 1892) and the Wilderness 

Society (founded 1935) and embodied in the passage of the Wilderness 

Act of 1964, promoted the continuous access to undeveloped land as 

experiential counter to industrial civilization. Counterpoising wild 

landscapes of extraordinary aesthetic and (later) ecological value to 

contemporary society or civilization was an attempt at transvalution of 
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American values. It was radical in that it retuned to the roots of American 

origin in settlement, but it was also conservative in identifying a past 

worthy of keeping. Nonetheless disconnected from the practical politics of 

conservation, naturism lost one of its moorings, and it was not regained in 

the increasingly radicalized terrain of post-Earth Day (1970) 

environmental movements. At this point the environmental imagination 

roamed over an interesting but increasingly escapist utopian terrain 

engaging conceptions of “wilderness,” “deep ecology” and “eco- and bio-

centrism.” Despite some attempts to see ecology in both visionary and 

practical terms, as suggested by Howarth’s investigation of ecology’s first 

practical application in the field of applied science (1996), simplified 

arguments about the priority of environmental ethics and a shift from 

homocentrism to ecocentrism prevailed.  

Without social linkages, the naturist narrative did not provide the 

grounds for the redevelopment of environmental policies, nor could 

naturism satisfy realists whose insistence on revisiting the issue of use 

harkened back to the utilitarianism of the scientific conservation 

movement.  Nonetheless and quite aside from this seemingly eternal cycle 

of positing value against fact, naturism appeared in a very different 

formulation as part of an effort concentrated in the first three decades of 

the 20th century to develop a broad reconstructive cultural politics. This 

lost chapter of American cultural history has great relevance to the current 

dilemmas of environmental thought. I am referring to the origins of a 

broad social ecology that developed during the interwar years in the 

writings of Van Wyck Brooks, Lewis Mumford, Waldo Frank, F.O. 

Mathiessen and others; their stated project was to reinterpret America and 

specifically to reinterpret American literary history, and its pastoral 

themes, as a foundation for political and social reform. Social ecology in 

relation to urban planning was suggested systematically by Mumford 

(1938) and articulated by Paul and Percival Goodman in Communitas 

(1947/1960). These works represented early attempts to work from 

naturism toward the development of American sense(s) of place. The 

theme was taken further evident in the work of Alfred Kazin and Sherman 

Paul. Paul following in the footsteps of Mumford also saw the importance 

of struggles of American architects especially Sullivan and Wright to 
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develop a modern style relevant to American conditions. As important 

was the combination of naturist preservation, social housing and 

conservation apparent in the Regional Planning Association of America 

founded by Mumford in the 1920s (Luccarelli 1995). By the 1980s much 

of this was forgotten by humanists – an astonishing waste of intellectual 

resources. 

 

 

3. Space: from Sacred to Profane 

 
The first point is that space as a concept has now taken on much of the 

weight of social theory. For an earlier generation social theory provided 

the foundation for much intellectual work. Raymond Williams’s study of 

the making of the English countryside The City and the Country (1973) 

formulated a basic proposition which might be paraphrased as follows: 

‘every theory of nature is embedded in a larger social theory.’ He meant 

that we couldn’t understand literary works that purported to tell us about 

nature, without putting them in a social-historical context.  Today 

geographic theories of space have become intermediary between 

environmental representation and social theory. Buell, among other 

critics, is well aware of the increased importance of geography – and in 

particular the urban/rural divide: “a mature environmental aesthetics – or 

ethics or politics – must take into account the interpenetration of 

metropolis and outback . . .” (2005: 22-23). By “outback” he means the 

spaces of settlement generated by an expanding urban-centered industrial 

society, which might also be called the global geographic frontier 

(Richards 2003).2 Frontier conditions entailed a set of spaces startlingly 

different in their character from those of settled societies. It was this 

difference, entailing both estrangement and exploitation that formed the 

material basis for naturist and environmentalist discourses. 

                                                 
2 Buell used the term “outback” to refer to a kind geographic space, specifically a 

zone of settlement at the borders of our expanding urban-centered modern 

society. Others prefer the American term “frontier.” 
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Buell is also correct in noting that the typology of urban center/rural 

surround/frontier periphery has broken down. The interpenetration of 

spatial forms is evident most recently in the phenomena of globalization 

and the formation of “world cities” (Sassen 2005) and has surely affected 

the way we experience space and our capacity to maintain established 

categories of oppositional spaces as well as established strategies for 

handling spatial transformation. At the same time we should not forgot 

that what we are witnessing in spatial transformation is a process of 

commodification that demands from us more than a passive 

acknowledgement of its effects. Environmental Studies requires the 

discussion of broader effects. 

Furthermore, an historical perspective is helpful to see that the changes 

in geography attendant to the rise of the mega-city are not new to the turn 

of the 21st century, but rather reach back to at least the 18th century. J.B. 

Jackson points out that the European landscape regime was founded on a 

specifically hierarchical conception of space: “the tradition of the 

Classical garden with its axial composition, its emphasis on large public 

spaces for social intercourse, its clear-cut hierarchies, provided guidance 

and inspiration to . . . [successive] generations of urbanists . . . the spatial 

order of the Classical garden, its clarity, its rejection of symbolism, its 

unlimited capacity to dignify the human presence had even larger 

environmental consequences: it allowed us to define people in terms of 

their spatial relationships, allowed us – and encouraged us – to see 

territoriality as an essential aspect of identity” (Jackson 1980: 52-53).  In 

the continental European context, geometric space became a codified 

structure for ordering cities, by creating orderly public space, improving 

traffic circulation and, most importantly, by creating a territorial center.  

A new territorial order placed the capital city at the center of the national 

(or imperial) urban system, and the nation at the center of the state.  Space 

came to reflect the values of order and consistency, of structure and the 

hierarchy of organized urban life.  The hierarchy implicit in the urban 

structure also suggested the hierarchy of the realm (whether nation or 

empire): capital city, secondary cities, countryside, and peripheral 

territories. Within this urban-centered spatial structure, which grew out of 

the Middle Ages, were consecrated spaces: churches, graveyards, and 
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gardens. The attributes of consecrated space were also “lent out,” often 

through the cultural and symbolic implications of architecture, to national 

monuments and buildings, which touched deeply on national identity and 

made possible the construction of a new secular order. 

The countervailing theme – the innovation of spatial relations and the 

attack on boundaries – began with modernity itself.  The American 

Revolution was in essence a rebellion in both imaginative and practical 

terms against the spatial order sponsored by the European state.3 Later in 

the early 20th century, the architectural coding that made European 

urbanism possible by assigning boundaries and definitions to different 

types of building broke down under pressure from modernization. 

European modernism endorsed the functionalist view that old structures 

had lost meaning in light of new methods of production and transportation 

and it proposed alternatives; Le Corbusier’s new codes were based on 

automation and movement and redefined boundaries accordingly. These 

were perhaps not the correct ones from an environmentalist perspective 

(though this may be contested), but my larger point is that here we have a 

case in which opposition entailed reconstruction as well as criticism. 

Of course, Le Corbusier and the modernists failed to create a new 

order. Boundaries are still coming down, but it might be worth mentioning 

that one of the key tools of contemporary green urbanism is to redraw 

boundary lines to define a metropolitan area from its rural surround. 

Rethinking space might also mean recovering natural boundaries as 

proposed by bioregionalism, for example. Thus we need more attention to 

the processes of boundary establishment and disestablishment, and to the 

concept of space itself – both imaginative and embodied.  

Not only did the attempt to order space in response to reading the 

material world fail, as noted in modernism’s collapse, the order of the 

post-Enlightenment secular world was itself founded on borrowed 

religious conceptions of space. This was both eroded and fragmented by 

                                                 
3 Thoreau’s work provides, among other things, an account of what he 

experienced as the largely negative consequences of that rebellion, with some 

hints at the possibility of developing a new spatial order that might grow from 

naturism. 
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various attempts to find new foundations for reconstructing western 

culture, but the larger point here is that space has an imaginative/aesthetic 

(religious/cosmological/sacred/moral) aspect; it is multi-dimensional and 

may be seen in terms of four axioms encompassing experiential, social, 

environmental and imaginative dimensions, implying both synchronic and 

diachronic perspectives: (1) the human relation to space begins with the 

body’s movement and this activity constitutes a psycho-material 

foundation which is the basis for all space-making activities; (2) 

organized societies harness technologies and techniques to their space-

making projects which make fundamental changes in environment (the 

surround) or ‘real space’; (3) every reconstruction of real space implies a 

shift in perception and re-conceptualization of environment; and (4) all 

space is therefore both real and imaginative at the same time (Tuan 1977; 

Lefebvre 1974/1991; Soja 1996). Space describes a physical framework 

(extension) in which human activities and instrumentalities are organized; 

at the same time space is conceptual: it constitutes a normative pattern 

captured in representation. Construction, reconstruction, and habitation 

are what human beings do: we create spaces and then we represent or 

interpret them, a process open to contestation. In this sense the questions 

of environment (environs or surroundings) are very much questions of 

spatial architecture. Furthermore imaginative representation has the 

potential to reform and reconstruct space for both social and 

environmental ends. 

“Man, out of his intimate experience with his body and with other 

people, organizes space so that it conforms with and caters to his 

biological needs and social relations,” Tuan tells us (1977:34).  The 

extension of the body through space using instrumentalities is the starting 

point for the physical shaping of environs (suggested by the architectural 

term ‘the built environment’ and by the concept of the geographic 

landscape), but it is also the beginning of the conceptualization of natural 

spheres.  The upright body establishes directionality and perspective – 

up/down, forward/back – that may be writ onto socially organized space, 

producing the center and periphery, front side and back side, as well as 

spatial manifestations of time: future and retrospect.  Center and periphery 

are central to contemporary geographical theory and are the terms on 
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which modern states are built – as in the American case where federalism 

was designed to offset the center by constructing peripheral nodes of 

power (Smith 2002).  But they also work diachronically to provide 

imaginative access across historically mandated and commonly accepted 

boundaries, such as that between natural and built environments, for 

example. In this sense, space is always present in relation to bodily 

experience.  The physical matrix of body and space constitutes a 

continuous present out of which senses of place are created. These 

significant places are essential to the environmental imagination, as well 

as the environmental everyday. 

In pre-civilizational cultures (that is societies without cities and 

centralized states), special places are prominent natural features of the 

landscape such as mountains, caves, or springs. They are linked to the 

everyday world through ceremony and ritual. Western culture created 

great monuments to organized social space, but marginal or counter-

spaces not so different than those in pre-literate cultures have been created 

somewhat ironically through the pages of books: Gilbert White’s green 

hills and woods of Selborne, Heidegger’s renowned farmhouse in the 

Black Forest, or Thoreau’s Walden Pond are examples of places in which 

creative impulses were transformed in imaginative terms, often by re-

engaging the ordinary life-world of a different time or place to recover a 

sense of the marvelous. The cosmos is felt present in such sacred places 

and human activity is focused on a careful and highly reflexive or 

meditative encounter. Sacredness captures both depth of being (dasein) 

and the inner process of the psyche, thereby embodying the imaginative 

aspect of space found in unusual places. These places are real; they are 

often part of a natural or agro-environment and may be rooted in an 

unusual natural feature of the geographical landscape, but their 

significance is cosmological and experiential. They are places that reach 

through the body but also beyond human inhabitation. 

In this sense naturism identifies what was originally termed “sacred 

space.” The value attributed to the “sacred” is not received; it appears to 

the environmental unconscious expressed both inwardly and for the 

satisfaction of diverse psychic and social needs (Tuan 1974/1990; Bigell 

2007). Thus these spaces reveal a very important dimension in the 
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development of a counter-nature: the attempt to revive or reframe the 

sacred. 

The denial of this sacred dimension of space underlies the most biting 

critiques of naturism. For example, in his essay “The Trouble with 

Wilderness” (1995), William Cronon deconstructs the concern with 

wilderness preservation by first reading it as a myth of wilderness and 

choosing then to interpret naturism as an empty idealization—a flight 

from history and political responsibility—that is irreconcilable with 

environmental reform. Cronon wishes to strip environmentalist thinking 

of its romantic, ecological and utopian qualities in an attempt to cleanse it: 

he began his first book on New England settlement with an attack on 

Thoreau (1983) that followed along the lines of Leo Marx’s criticism of 

naturism for its engagement with the pastoral theme of retreat. The effect 

of Cronon’s argument is to enlist the motif of reconciliation with the 

dominant narrative of our ostensibly post-grand narrative age: the rise of 

an unassailable technological and social modernization of the globe. The 

effect is no less pronounced in environmental criticism, which seems to 

have lost faith in the transformative power of words, even to the point of 

losing interest in the idea of an ‘environmental imaginary’ (Killingsworth 

2004)4 in favor of collating and refining an ever more rarified inventory of 

discourses, tropes and narratives. The search is on for an encompassing 

formulation that satisfies a diversity of different academic interests. 

Similarly, environmental advocacy has become largely a matter of 

balancing the demands of different user groups from oil companies to 

various ‘environmentalist’ lobbies (Dowie 1995).  The larger point is that 

the critique of sacred space for lacking usefulness, or for failing to be 

subordinated to practical reason, is an attack on depth of the 

environmental imagination itself.  

 

 

                                                 
4 Killingsworth suggests that Buell’s commitment to the ‘environmental 

imagination’ has faded and the entire project of ecocriticism, with its 

commitment to existence and the sacredness of nature itself, is threatened by 

contemporary trends in literary criticism , with a ‘crisis of representation’ or a 

‘hermeneutics of suspicion’ (7) at their core. 
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4. Differentiations of Social Space: Abstract, Commoditized and 

Civic 

 
The reigning metaphor of modern space may be traced to commercial 

agriculture: the simplicity and structural differentiation of the mono-

cropping mandated by the market (Merchant 1989). The more complex 

countryside – an upland mix of fields, pasturage and woodland – becomes 

the lowland fields of wheat stretching as far as the eye can see tied to 

global markets.  Similarly individual cities once tied to regional bio-

agricultural ecologies and economies become urban systems on a global 

scale (world cities). Creating simplified ecologies increases production of 

foodstuffs as well as goods, but both biodiversity and urban diversity 

decline.  They are all part of the same process.  

Many discourses – architectural, managerial and scientific – exploit 

and manipulate the terms by which space is represented to create an 

“abstract space,” dedicated to socially defined ends (Lefebvre 1974/1991). 

Space becomes a means for organizing social life as soon as it becomes 

an object of reflection, a process, which assigns extrinsic meaning to 

particular places and puts these places into some sort of systematic 

relation to one another; this is the foundation of space as a social system. 

Once space becomes differentiated in a system it can be represented in 

word and image to different aesthetic and social ends, including ends 

contrary to the dominant modes of social organization. 

Abstract space, in Lefebvre’s sense, responds to the demands of the 

market for production and transportation, effectively over-riding 

established ecologies, natural and human. Abstraction is the most 

powerful form of socially produced space, not only the understanding that 

space reflects social organization, but the idea that the construction of 

space in its ecological and geographical dimensions produces society 

itself.  Space not only enacts social structures, it shapes them, which 

means that reflexivity about the organization of space may produce 

representations that act as a “feedback” mechanism for the reshaping of 

environment and society. Space is an expression of that geographical 

framework and the ecosystems that constitute the biological framework 

for material existence What Lefebvre adds to this formulation is that there 
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is no clear separation between social and spatial forms, which means that 

one cannot address spatial/environmental questions in the absence of 

fundamental social considerations. From the perspective of the 

environmental humanities this means that imaginative representations of 

space must be understood within the frameworks created by the 

development of material spaces. Lefebvre also subsumes socially defined 

“abstract” space and politically defined territoriality into a single process 

of historical development. History in this view is subordinated to the 

development of space itself, though the contradictions of spatial 

development entail the possibility of historical change.  

I will contest the idea that history itself contained in spatial 

development at the end of this section by enlisting Braudel’s historical 

geography and Guha’s concept of geographical fragmentation in 

modernity’s development. Here I would like to contrast Lefebvre’s 

viewpoint with that of William Cronon’s. The issue is whether social 

space defines conflicts as well as processes or not. For Lefebvre clearly 

the very process of abstraction of space opens the door to its negation, 

which he identifies in utopian terms as the people’s aesthetic and social 

“the right to the city.” This leaves us at least with the potential to see 

opposition to the processes of capitalist marketization and 

commodification. By contrast, the leading geo-environmental historian in 

the U.S., William Cronon, sees commodization as an inevitable process 

that can only be managed but never opposed much less reformed (re-

formed). 

Such are the conclusions I draw from Nature’s Metropolis (1991), a 

geographical history of the making of Chicago and the American Middle 

West, in response to the prevalent naturist ideas in environmental 

discourse at the time. Cronon asserts that nature only matters when it is 

given human points of reference, implyimng incorrectly that naturism has 

none; but his perspective follows from his assertion that nature’s 

significance lies entirely in terms of instrumentalities. Chicago was built, 

we learn, by “consuming part of the natural world,” that is by 

transforming forests and prairies into capital (1991: 25, 150-151).  In 

Cronon’s attempt to use ecology and geo-economics to tell us how nature 

become part and parcel of this specific corner of the human world, he 
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retraces the pathway over which “nature” is transformed into the raw 

materials of production (grains and lumber), gathered by new 

technologies (such as the grain elevator), and then marketed and 

reassembled, either through human consumption or in the making of the 

human environment. Cronon claims that he has revealed the “ecology” of 

a city-region, which is the first step of regulation toward environmental 

sustainability, but he has also managed to naturalize the chain of 

commodities and production he describes by presenting it as the one and 

inevitable mode of development. He wishes to see a whole process by 

which nature and culture are linked. He tells us how it happened, but in 

the tales of clearcut forests and channelized rivers he says little about the 

social consequences of this transformation and even less about how the 

political choices in favor of highly capitalized and unregulated markets 

that triumphed after the Civil War shaped the process of transformation 

itself. 

For Conon social space is inevitably governed by the logic of the 

commodity. Unlike Lefebvre’s conception, space itself does not contain 

the seeds of its own correction. We can approach it from the outside only 

and may not ask too many questions. This neo-liberal view shares much 

otherwise with the Marxist tradition. Like Marx, Cronon inferentially 

takes the position that a “second nature” generated by human activity has 

replaced “first nature,” which itself is built on Hegel’s position that 

technology is the one mediating structure between man and nature: 

“Nature builds no machines, no locomotives, rail-ways, electric 

telegraphs, self-acting mules etc. These are products of human industry; 

natural material transformed into organs of the human will over nature. 

They are organs of the human brain, created by the human hand; the 

power of knowledge, objectified” (Hegel quoted in Grundmann 1996: 

109). Cronon’s argument follows very closely along these lines, claiming 

that his work reveals the displacement of the “ecosystems defined mainly 

by flows of energy and nutrients” – first nature – with “the second nature 

of the market” (1991: 266). In Cronon’s account, however, the value and 

characteristics of the natural world do not even entail examining the 

means of exploitation in light of the ends of exploitation, as they did for 

Marx. Cronon apparently accepts the inevitability of the total 
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commodification of space; the links between culture and nature is 

essentially a process of turning raw materials into commodities. Somehow 

knowledge of this condition should be sufficient, he implies, to give rise 

to the means to regulate and control exploitation of the natural world 

within acceptable limits; however, means (of regulation) are inevitably 

linked to the ends of regualtion. A formulation of environmental history 

that accepts the logic of exploitation in its entirety and limits agency to the 

regulating externalities cannot give justification for opposing the attempt 

to commoditize the entire Artic region, for example, nor can it meet head 

on efforts now underway to justify ever increasing fossil fuel utilization. 

The third concept of social space – its political and “civic” dimensions 

– may be framed in terms of historical geography. Fernand Braudel and 

the Annales School provide the necessary background to this perspective. 

The move is to historicize all geographies, to find similarities and to 

acknowledge differences.    

On the one hand and in line with Lefebvre’s concept of abstract space, 

spatial modernity was everywhere the same. Accordingly, networked 

capitalism entailed an agricultural revolution that increased food output 

and population growth, and at the same time made greater demands for 

economic coordination among cities. Furthermore, even agricultural 

capitalism appropriated historical ecosystems it occupied; it imitated, in a 

damaging but often workable way the ecological pattern of the areas it 

took over. Braudel points out that the settlement and appropriation of the 

Americas into a growing capitalist system – and the settlement of the 

frontier, which may be described as expansion of an exploitable 

geographical landscape linked to an explosion of urban growth of the city 

– was, analytically understood, a case of ecological mimicry: the 

appropriation to human purposes of the biology and ecology of the 

flatlands that are easily dominated by single plant species, perfectly suited 

for monoculture. For all intents and purposes, when the Mediterranean 

world expanded down into the previously uninhabited plains, at first the 

realm of standing water and malaria, it found “its New World, its own 

Americas” (Braudel 1949/1995: 67). Braudel shows that even today after 

500 years of the growth of modern Western civilization (now morphed 

into a vast world economy), movement out of the nurturing but limited 
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upland valleys to colonize the plains was the defining geographical event. 

This opening of space became the staging ground for commercial 

agriculture, the vast migrations and conurbations that followed with their 

ecological consequences. 

On the other hand, qualities of spatial development are particular to 

countries and their specific “geographical frameworks”(Arnold 1996: 42). 

The opening of Mediterranean modern space was fraught and its political 

forms fragile; the movement into and clearance of the vast river valleys 

upon which northern European civilization was built was limited by 

conflict and fragmentation but also characterized by the achievement of 

strong state forms; North American space reflected a vast scale in 

landscape and political economy, the achievement of political unity under 

a classical political model and the domination of a single social class. 

Different still are the ancient eastern civilizations. In this regard, the 

historian Ramachandra Guha’s works on India are important.  Guha 

shows that the development of abstract space is geographically and 

historically fragmented; it isn’t a single smooth abstract process, but a 

long variegated and messy one forming part of a multi-segmented and 

fragmented industrial revolution and mediated therefore by political 

considerations (2006). The importance of the political also re-introduces 

the question of how do state traditions impact the organization – and 

potential reorganization – of space to achieve environmental ends. 

Additionally, to one degree or another, state behavior is mediated by 

relation to the public’s self-concept and identity(ies). One important 

formulation in this regard is Habermas’s identification of a “public 

sphere” or civic space in which the political community sets the terms of 

its own interaction with territoriality expressed as the boundaries of cities, 

regions and nations, leading to the possibility of redefinitions and 

reformations  (1962/1989). 

 

 

 

5. Rereading F.J. Turner: From Naturism to Civic Space 
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In the 20th century the United States became the center of the capitalist 

modernization that pushed forward the development of abstract space.  

But within American experience persistent patterns have stood apart 

from—or to the side of—that space-making enterprise. To explore this 

question means to look more closely at that most characteristic U.S. 

American space, the frontier. 

Frederick Jackson Turner’s “frontier thesis” has been the object of a 

through revisionism built around postcolonial/new historicist perspectives 

of western settlement that has discredited his work. While there is no 

doubt that Turner (1861-1932) reflected the mentality of a “settler 

society” which all too often built itself on the exploitation of non-white 

groups, the recognition of that fact has not contributed to understanding 

the sources of opposition within the United States to the triumph of 

abstract space. In my analysis I wish to entertain and re-evaluate the 

earlier standard interpretation that Turner’s significance lies in his attempt 

to define or re-define the old American democracy and link that to the 

formation of civic space in line with a long-standing Jeffersonian tradition 

of opposition to the “abstract space” of the capitalist market.  Turner’s 

frontier was an imagined space at one with the actual spaces at the 

margins; in his account it replaced the cities of the east coast and the 

trans-Atlantic shipping lanes the definitive American geography. 

For Turner frontier settlement developed in two waves, and frontier 

institutions grew up in the course of post-settlement adjustment to frontier 

conditions. The first wave (corresponding historically to the trapping 

frontier) corresponded to naturism in terms of technique and values. 

Settlers appropriated Amerindian techniques, technologies and settlement 

patterns – the scattered clearings, palisades, cabins, water transport by 

canoe, trail networks, hunting reserves. Here “an area of free land” (1, 3) 

meant a world valuable in its own right, apart from ownership. Implicitly, 

Turner reminds us here of naturism’s link to Rousseau: free land is 

communal and naturism brings us back to communal origin before private 

property held sway. Empathy for this “natural” world implies appreciation 

for the Amerindian way of life. The natural environment or “wilderness” 

was both adversary and brother to both the Amerindian and the white 

hunter in Turner’s formulation: dangerous like the menacing presence of 
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nature in a sublime landscape where danger – in just the right proportion – 

is a source of ultimate value. 

 Of course, the first wave of settlement, along with the Amerindians, 

was doomed to extinction by the forces of culture and history in Turner’s 

account. He wrote after all in the Victorian Age and it should not be 

surprising to see him argue that wilderness was an “environment [that] is 

at first too strong” (Turner 1893/1996: 4) such that it dictated the 

conditions of life, making civilization impossible. Second wave settlement 

soon overcame the condition of uncivilized naturism and began the long 

process of defining an American civilization, but Turner reveals 

ambivalence about the forces of history that accompanied the advance of 

civilization. He acknowledges that the immediate result of the second 

wave of settlement was destruction:  “game is driven away . . . the forest 

falls before their advance, and the soil is laid bare . . .” (14). Turner 

doesn’t tarry in his narrative to reflect on this pattern of environmental 

destruction; he fails to note explicitly that the frontier was founded on 

profligate uses of resources – a point made by George Perkins Marsh back 

in the 1870s. 

For Turner, wilderness forms a binary with civilization that makes 

possible the trope of American retreat from “European” civilization, 

which as Crevecouer noted in his celebrated book of 1793 also constituted 

a process of creating a new democratic culture. A generation later James 

Fennimore Cooper presented aristocratic values of honor and duty as 

admirable; though doomed by the conditions of freedom presented by the 

frontier, such values as practiced by frontier heroes lent legitimacy to 

Euro-Americans claims of dominion over North America.  Turner 

absorbed both of these ideas, and combined them: (noble) courage and 

democracy are the virtues of the frontier culture that grew up during but 

also after settlement.  To create such a terrain required an adversary 

worthy of conquest: wilderness – a powerful adversary, given greater 

reality through characterization in the Amerindian whose removal was 

simply another part of the conquest of nature and the building of the 

nation (Slotkin 1985/1994).  Wilderness constituted a necessary resistance 

that made possible the pragmatism and earnestness of frontier culture. 
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Nonetheless the expansion of the second wave frontier reflects a deep 

anxiety in Turner about the forces of capitalist expansion, which he 

realizes had driven settlement—and (in his own day) was dictating the 

frontier’s closing as a cultural and political frame of reference (Turner’s 

paper to the American Historical Association was framed by the Census 

Report of 1890 which had stated that the frontier – a continuous line 

separated settled from unsettled lands – was closed). The anxiety was 

essentially political and pertains to the loss of the concrete public spaces 

that accompanied the development of American democracy. 

The loss of civic or public space and the rise of naturism are linked. 

This relation is evident in Thoreau’s exploration the frontier as a potential 

source for democracy.  Lamenting the loss of New England’s local 

democracy and public sphere, he searches for it in the way of life taking 

shape in the backcountry of northern New England. In The Maine Woods, 

Thoreau often comments positively on impromptu social life on the trail 

as an alternative to that of settled towns with their rigid social hierarchies, 

politics as advertising (printed handbills) and corrupted electoral politics 

(associated with compromises that perpetuated slavery). But in the end he 

fails to find a viable alternative. The itinerant life of loggers and 

Amerindians largely reflect the forces turning the wilds into left-over 

lands after resources have been extracted. He comes to the conclusion that 

the only alternative that might be sustained requires the attainment of 

what we now call the preservationist ethic. This is to be achieved by 

encouraging outdoor culture through which the experience of the 

primitive and the respect for the indigenous peoples and ways of living 

(what Thoreau found in Maine) could be inculcated. This experience will 

become in effect a new commons – the cultural foundation of preserved 

spaces (nature parks) that will act as a brake on capitalist modernity. Here 

is the essence of naturism. 

By implication, Turner inverted Thoreau. Naturism is dead, he 

reasoned; it was only possible under the (now eclipsed) conditions of the 

first frontier. Turner maintained Jefferson’s hopes for the possibilities of 

American political space.  In representations of space and in the 

development of real spaces, landscape representation (especially painting) 

replaced the ordered garden of the European city, a development which 
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was particularly important in the United States because it followed the 

reorganization of real space associated with the frontier. Dispersion 

replaced centrality (see Tuan on these two spatial attitudes 1974/1990: 

69). In the United States the development of “representative space” was 

consumed with the quest to find a moral substitute for cities, specifically 

for the symbolic role urban centers played in European culture. Civic 

space came to be associated with landscape and the production of 

alternative peripheral spaces; Turner’s frontier was both the real space of 

infrastructural expansion and an imagined space with aesthetic and civic 

implications. Couched in an historian’s narrative, Turner attempted to 

define the territorial foundation and civic orientation of the United States, 

which he counterpoised to the market-driven spatial order (Hofstadter 

1968).5 When Paul and Percival Goodman (1947/1960) and Jane Jacobs 

(1961) re-imagined urban neighborhoods and cities with a new dimension 

of environmentality and conceived as a corrective to modern 

technological urbanism, they owed something to Turner’s insights about 

building civic awareness at the spatial margins. But Turner also embraced 

the enigma of a nation-building project without end: defining democracy 

as the embrace of a vast and expanding marginal space that in the process 

of unfolding became a central driving force of abstract space.  

 

 

6. Rereading Roderick Nash: the Limits and Persistence of 

Naturism 

 
Roderick Nash’s work of intellectual history Wilderness and the American 

Mind (1967) has become something of an overlooked book, owing in part 

to its success in defending the preservationist idea of wilderness, which 

has fallen out of favor. There is perhaps a tendency to miss the complexity 

of Nash’s argumentation and to group the book with other ‘classic’ and 

now outdated American Studies texts.  In one sense that is an apt 

characterization.  Characterizing the American experience in 

                                                 
5 Turner was a progressive historian who supported liberal reform efforts of that 

era. 
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exceptionalist terms, Nash opines that the Americans developed a “new 

conception of wilderness that had no counterpart in the old world” (67). 

The book put wilderness largely in the context of the American national 

narrative and Nash’s interest in primitivism was rooted in the tropes of 

wilderness sublime. But such a characterization overlooks important 

questions about his approach that also tell us something about the 

difficulties of environmental criticism in general. First, Nash (1939 -) 

developed a critique of the national narrative in the book that parallels 

revisionism, though it reaches different conclusions about nature and 

space. Second, Nash’s attempt to define wilderness as a real space (though 

inadequate) is important to geo-historical analysis and stands against 

tendencies in environmental criticism to diminish the significance of 

wilderness as space in favor of the radical “moral tradition” of “living 

with wild things,” (Paul, 1992: 40) or the consideration of wilderness as 

an “empty landscape” trope, which has an understandable but shallow 

appeal to settler cultures (Buell, 1995: 78). 

Nash, rejecting Turner, reflects the oft-noted tendency in naturism to 

replace time (history) with space (wilderness); here Nash followed in the 

footsteps of Thoreau, Muir and others in imaginatively “repossessing” the 

natural environment—that is imaginatively recasting the remnants of the 

pre-settlement, pre-agricultural landscape – or “wilderness.” And like 

nature writers, Nash engaged in back country expeditions, which 

undoubtedly helped him to recognize that what Muir described as 

wilderness is physically real. Indeed, Nash suggests that wilderness is 

both real and imagined – a concept that may be likened the philosophical 

position of critical realism. Its imaginative significance to modern culture 

lies in its anti-utilitarian character; historically, the growing appreciation 

of the wilderness has been a great nay-saying to the American frontier, 

which is to say to the conquest of nature in the interest of developing a 

relentlessly capitalist or commercially-oriented society.  This is the 

fundamental point of Muir’s generation of environmentalists: questioning 

of the values of industrial society writ in the development and growth of 

the American economy and consumer-oriented way of life. At the same 

time and despite some ambiguity early on in his account (Nash tells us on 

page 1 that wilderness has come to embody a “deceptive concreteness”), 
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he argues that wilderness is tangible, a “condition” that took “physical” 

form; the word “wilderness” referred etymologically to “wild game” and 

to the heavily forested lands of the European north.  He is describing a 

real geographical and ecological landscape and he wishes to see such 

landscapes as more than artifacts. They are in effect the “raw materials” 

(xv) out of which the “cooked” idea is produced, in other words a real 

space and represented space at the same time.  Preserved wilderness 

reminds and re-creates that natural source and peripheral counter-space 

that may be juxtaposed to the core. Powerfully expressed in historical 

narratives and literary works, this is the strengths of environmental 

literature. But as a history of the American geographic landscape 

Wilderness and the American Mind has limits. 

As I suggest in “The Feral Wilderness,” insofar as “wilderness” may 

be considered a geographical landscape, it is best understood as the 

remnant spaces overlooked, neglected or abandoned in the rapid process 

of settlement, and/or depopulated by Amerindian removal (2010). 

American spatializations stretched the codes and hierarchies of bounded 

European space. This process may be understood as a means of redrawing 

boundaries that are more in keeping with experience and the needs of our 

time, or it can be viewed as the end of space (geography), the loss of all 

boundaries between city and country, indoors and outdoors, day and night, 

etc. (Benesch, 2005: 18-19). But insofar as the goal is environmental 

reform and reconstruction, one has to be much more systematic about 

linkages between town and country, economy and ecology, the civic and 

the recreational, to address the fragmentation of space and the pending 

collapse of ecosystems. 

By taking up the cause of the wilderness Nash took on the national 

mythology and the centrist political legacy dominant in his era – a legacy 

that supported conservation but turned a blind eye to the deeper problems 

of American space. He opened this to discussion by examining the link 

between frontier environmentality, agrarianism and democracy running 

through Jefferson, Turner (1893/1996), Parrington (1927) and Smith 

(1950). He did so not by denying history, but by repudiating it, and re-

narrating America in accordance with the theme of wilderness as a 

counter-culture and measure of value:  “insofar as the westward expansion 
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of civilization was thought good, wilderness was bad,” Nash writes.  “On 

every frontier intense enthusiasm greeted the transformation of the wild 

into the civilized. . .” (1967: 40). They were opposing values, not 

compatible ones—and in that opposition lay the foundation of 

environmental destruction. In order to make room for his idea of 

wilderness as a counter-culture, Nash was openly critical of the national 

tradition. This meant a fundamental rejection of, the “old [agrarian] 

Democracy” – the Jacksonian-populist origins of the Democratic Party, 

which at the time – thanks to Arthur Schlesinger Jr.’s award winning 

history of the Jackson presidency (1945) as well as the myth-symbol 

school of American Studies – was considered fundamental to the 

development of modern American society. By emphasizing wilderness as 

a distinguishable landscape condition and an identifiable space Nash was 

able to cast a critical eye on the environmental effects of that populist 

agrarian democracy: specifically the expansion of the American nation 

along an advancing frontier at the cost of an extravagant and often 

reckless abuse of natural resources.  

His goal was not to bury the American political tradition, but to corral 

it by separating political and cultural spaces—and attributing the power 

origin and therefore the sacred to the cultural (imaginative) and real 

counter-space of the American wilderness. Certainly ideological 

agrarianism and the expansion of agriculture were, he argues, a greater 

cause of environmental destruction than industrialism (he noted that the 

development of urban-industrial society made concern with the natural 

environment and the preservation of wilderness possible). The implicit 

solution to environmental degradation was identical to that promoted by 

the mainstream environmental movement: an acceptance of ecological 

modernization founded on technological solutions and furthering the on-

going specialization of the social world. What role does wilderness play 

then? 

To his credit, Nash circumscribes his claims as to the significance of 

wilderness. In the last chapter of Wilderness and the American Mind, he is 

forced to admit that the great achievement of preserving wilderness parks 

was subject to appropriation by managers in their oversight of duties, in 

which they are obliged to regulate the numbers of visitors in order to 
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perpetuate ‘primitive’ conditions.  The spatial qualities attributed to an 

original nature can be perpetuated only by administrative fiat.  Nash 

himself suggests that to preserve the capacity of wilderness to bring us 

outside the bounds and conventions of civilized life requires a deeper 

form of withdrawal, ever more linked to the existential theme of finding 

the edge between life and death. He argues that 20th century wilderness 

came to be perceived as ever more psychically removed and beyond 

appropriation (Jack Turner 1996): we prefer then to read Cape Cod to 

Walden, and our hyper-critical awareness of romantic tropes of the 

sublime and other subjectivities drives us deeper into particularisms of 

region and the multiple subjectivities generated by an acute awareness of 

gendered or ethnic identities – all the while suffering the danger of losing 

touch with and further articulating environmental alternatives to our 

present take on modernity. 

 

7. Conclusion 

 
Over the past 40 years since the rise of contemporary environmentalism 

American spatial practices have changed very little. Despite a few 

wrinkles (financial capitalism and globalization) and much talk of 

alternatives (green marketing), commoditization drives the same 

processes of (sub)urbanization and commercialization that have defined 

American life since the creation of the mass production consumer 

economy 100 years ago. What has changed is the pace and extent of these 

processes. Skyscrapers once defined American cities but Shanghai now 

has more office space than New York. Indoor shopping malls that were 

1980s marketing innovations in America are now in India. The average 

television set bought in China today is larger than that bought in America. 

The world is united under the sign of money and all values are reducible 

to monetary ones. These are conditions of life that often produce a sense 

of despair conducive to pastoral themes of retreat and to continued search 

for Arcadian counter-spaces. 

Critics have ostensibly ushered in an era of post-pastoral 

sensibility that acknowledges the complex qualities of human interactions 

with environment (Gifford 1999). We have witnessed an explosion of 
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discourses identifying the complexities of environment; a common theme 

is the imperative to develop awareness that it is human interaction with 

the natural world – and not our separation from it – that underlies viable 

environmental policy. Nonetheless, those discourses lie on a plane 

suspended above the conditions and the understanding experienced by the 

vast majority of citizens of western democracies, who experience only the 

relentless advance of inappropriate technology, the loss of public space 

and public memory (history) as well as the inevitability of measuring life 

through consumption. No wonder pastoral escapism still maintains a 

strong hold on the popular imagination, as shown recently by the 

impressive box office success and cult-like status of the film Avatar 

(2006). 

The ecocritic John Elder has identified a prophetic tradition in 

American ecoliterature: “Prophets are essentially time jugglers, intent on 

helping people understanding the chains of causality linking present 

suffering to past abuses and looking ahead to even worse outcomes that 

might be predicted if such practices continue. The product of such 

prophecy is not a set of rules or instructions.  Rather, it is an enhanced 

vision of alternative futures . . .” (2008: 123). It seems likely that failing 

the development of a fecund version of the environmental humanities and 

of the environmental movement that responds both to the cultural and 

social crises of our time, and to the differences in publics and political 

traditions, it could well be that prophecies, conspiracies, pastoral escapes 

and fears of apocalypse may stand as the greatest legacy of American 

naturism. 
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